oneworld YOKOSO/Visit KYUSHU Fare
Economy Class Fares
Effective on 17JUN160.

Application/Fares and Expenses
A. Application: Economy OW/RT/CT/OJ via JL domestic sectors to/from Kyushu-area on/after
2016/6/17 and on/before 2016/10/29 for each sector.
B. Fares
NUMBER OF SECTORS

FARE BASIS

FARE
JPY5,000

JP TAX @
JPY400

One Sector

YKYUSHU1

Two Sectors

HJ TAX *
JPY290 (HND)

YKYUSHU2

JPY10,000

Per

JPY440 (NRT)

Three Sectors

YKYUSHU3

JPY15,000

applicable

Four Sectors

YKYUSHU4

JPY20,000

sector

Five Sectors

YKYUSHU5

JPY25,000

JPY100 (KKJ) for
each DPTR and ARVL

* HJ TAX - Japan Domestic Passenger Facility Charge JPY290 is applicable per adult (JPY140 for child)
for each arrival and departure at HND.
Japan Domestic Passenger Facility Charge JPY440 is applicable per adult (JPY220 for child) for each
arrival and departure at NRT.
Japan Domestic Passenger Facility Charge JPY100 is applicable per adult (JPY50 for child) for each
arrival and departure at KKJ.

1.

Eligibility
A.

Eligibility
Valid for travel within Japan on/after 2016/6/17 and on/before 2016/10/29 for each sector
with embargo dates (refer to 2. Seasonality).

B.

Documentation
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Applicable to overseas originating passengers and his/her residence must be outside
Japan - refer to below **.
International travel to/from Japan must be on flights operated and marketed, or
marketed by AA/AB/AY/BA/CX/HG/IB/JJ/JL/KA/LA/MH/NU/QF/QR/RJ/S7/UL/XL/4M.
International air fare must be RT, CT or Open Jaw (Return to country of origin. USA &
Canada are considered one country.) The itinerary must be to/via Japan from outside
Japan.
Tickets must be endorsed with the international ticket number.
Limited to one oneworld YOKOSO/Visit KYUSHU Fare per international ticket.
Proof of Residence(see below**) and concerned International ticket must be
presented at the time of check-in.
** Residence outside Japan - Passenger must show an official ID with his/her current
local address outside of Japan.

2.

Seasonality
Travel must commence on/after 17Jun16 and on/before 29OCT16 except the blackout period
05AUG16 thru 16AUG16 for each Japan domestic sector.

3.

Flight Application
Participating carriers: JAPAN AIRLINES.
JL flights operated by J-Air are permitted. JL codeshare flights operated by other carriers than J-Air
are not permitted.
Applicable to JL sectors to/from Kyushu-area.
FUK=HND/NRT/ITM KMJ=HND/ITM KOJ=HND/ITM OIT=HND/ITM NGS=HND/ITM
KMI=HND/ITM KKJ=HND

4.

Reservations and Ticketing
A.
Reservations
1.
Booking code: Y
2.
Flight reservations must be confirmed for the first domestic sector. Subsequent
sectors may be open dated.
3.
Maximum of 5 sectors may be purchased.
4. Class J, First Class is not applicable however may be purchased at the time of check-in
on a standby basis.
5. OSI input is required for all sectors: OSI JL KYUSHU JP
6.
Capacity limitations
The carrier shall limit the number of passengers carried on any one flight at fares
governed by this rule and such fares will not necessarily be available on all flights.
The number of seats, which the carrier may make available on a given flight, will be
determined by the carriers best judgement.

B.

Payment and ticketing
1.
Ticketing must be completed before departure of the first international flights from the
country of origin.
2.
Must be issued on a separate ticket to the international ticket.
3.
Ticket must be validated on
AA/AB/AY/BA/CX/HG/IB/JJ/JL/KA/LA/MH/NU/QF/QR/RJ/S7/UL/XL/4M only.
4.
"NONEND" must appear in the Endorsement Box.
5.
Embargo dates must be annotated in the Endorsement Box of the ticket if embargo
dates exist during ticket validity.
6.
"NONREF " must appear in the Endorsement Box.
7.
Concerned international ticket number must appear in the Conjunction Ticket Box or
Endorsement Box.
8.
A proof of Residence (see below **) must be shown upon ticketing. A copy of
passenger's official residence must be kept at the ticketing office.
** Residence outside Japan - Passenger must show an official ID with his/her current
local address outside of Japan.

5.

Minimum Stay:

None

6.

Maximum Stay:

2 Months from departure date of first domestic sector or within the validity of the
international ticket, whichever is earlier.

7.

Stopovers:

Not permitted

8.

Transfers

Not permitted

9.

Constructions and Combinations
A.
B.

Constructions: not applicable
Combinations: not permitted. Fares used in combination must be issued separately.

10. Travel Start/End dates: See 2. Seasonality for all requirements.

11. Sales restrictions and Extension of Validity
1.
2.
3.
4.

International travel to/from Japan must be on
AA/AB/AY/BA/CX/HG/IB/JJ/JL/KA/LA/MH/NU/QF/QR/RJ/S7/UL/XL/4M.
Ticket must be validated on
AA/AB/AY/BA/CX/HG/IB/JJ/JL/KA/LA/MH/NU/QF/QR/RJ/S7/UL/XL/4M only.
May not be sold in Japan.
PTA/MCO/MPD/GTR sales not permitted.

12. Changes and refunds
A.

Voluntary re-booking and re-routing:
1.
Revalidation: not permitted for the first domestic sector. Remaining sectors may be
changed at any time.
Exception: for the first domestic sector, passenger may stand-by at
the airport for an earlier flight on the day of original booking.
2.
Rerouting not permitted

B.

Cancellation/no-show/upgrading
1.
Totally unused – Refund the fare paid less JPY5,000.
2.
Partially used – Refund the difference between the fare paid and the applicable
normal domestic portions used (calculate in JPY only).
3.
Refund in Japan is not permitted.
Note: Penalty is waived in the death of passenger or passenger’s immediate family member.

------------Local service fees may apply

13. Children and Infant discounts
A.
B.

Children:
not applicable
Infants (under 2 years/ without seat): free

14. Groups: Not permitted

